Ladies and gentlemen: It is with real pleasure that we present to you for your entertainment and edification, one of the most unique and individual assortments of ladies hats and bonnets ever assembled this side of the Eiffel Tower. This collection is strictly out of this... and that's probably well placed. I have been asked to announce that no creations are for sale, but materials, procedure, and directions will be sent to you upon request if you will merely address your inquiry to Anonymous Anonymous, enclosing a self-addressed envelope and a twenty dollar check made out to Cash. And now... on with the show.

COFFEE PERCOLATOR: We now present our first creation modeled by Flossey--I mean Flossy, Folger. She is wearing the latest in the Elsa Maxwell house Hat creations. This is what the well dressed drip will be wearing next season. Isn't it a perky little number? And it's not dated. Girls, it positively won't keep your husband awake nights--no grounds for divorce. You can see that it has that sealed-in freshness that every Brazilian Amazon appreciates, in regular grind. This bonnet will fit any sized bean. It will be good to the last drip.

EGG CARTON: Hilda Hatch wears the next little lid called the "Rhode Island Rocket". Here is a chick little number that was just hatched out last week. Now... not a peep out of you hens! It was designed by Madame Omelette of the Metro Poultry Opera House. With this clever creation you never need worry about your hat being scrambled in a crowded clothes closet... just boil your hat for five minutes and leave it in the deep-freeze. Any yokel see the practical value of this number. It is especially nice on long voyages or picnics... with Canadian Bacon.

ONION SACK: Here comes Wanda Cry, modeling a number called "I'm Prancing With Tears in My Sighs." You will readily note the Bermuda influence in this casual design. Girls who wear it say it brings tears to their eyes. Perhaps you think it is a bit snappy. Actually, it is a bag within a bag. Notice how it offers protection, ventilation and allure at the same time. It is being shown at the local green-market this week only, and comes in three different odors, with bag to match. I'm sure you'll all agree this number is just one big mesh.

FLIT GUN: Henrietta Dash now approached wearing something for the fleasy, lightweight, flitty type. You'll just kill your best friends with this selection! It is especially designed for little squirts... so easy to handle. Excellent for the feminine gardener. Guaranteed not to rust, shrink, or puncture under normal conditions. Be sure to look for the DDT label of approval... We hope and spray that this hat will fleas you.

BLOCK OF WOOD: Our next number, "Forest Folly", is worn by Ima Whittle. Don't you think it's a quaint little shaver for the would-be stylist? Hi Ho Silver! This chippy little headpiece comes in birch, maple, and yellow eucalyptus... a number that most women will be positively knots about. Have you ever seen anything quite like it? You'd be a sap not to get one. Nall the husband right now... tell him to call Evergreen Lumber Co., Forest Tree, and ask for Mr. Twit of the downtown branch. The Price??? Wooden you like to know???

ALARM CLOCK: Tillie Tocker is our next model. She wears a unique Ingersoll Original. Truly a spring bonnet. It's the hat of the hour... and that's no Bulleva. The designers really shot the works on this creation. Isn't it Alarming what they can do these days? Definitely, it is one of the timely hats on the market today... worth twice its face value. It was designed to do something for that run-down feeling... to put a mainspring in your step. It is a stemwinder if I ever saw one. Girls, if you wear this spring headpiece you will really ring a bell with your most discriminating friends.
Lighthouse: I'm sure you will all get a gleam in your eye when you see this next headpiece called "Beacon", modeled by the keeper of the light. This electrifying topknot is rather rocky, but she can still navigate. It is particularly becoming to light-headed women to signal their mates. Some might think this revolting, others think it is delightful. Wheel leave it to you. I think it is reflecting good taste.

Rainbow: We do not wish to flood you with ideas, but you, I'm sure, are all aware that a head covering need not be a hat. Observe this lovely bow of promise with its seven rays of glorious color, topped by the dove of peace. You can wear it rain or shine, and its radiance will protect you from the storms of life. Through the darkness of the night and the brilliance of the day, it will radiate Faith, Understanding, and Peace.

See these creations currently being shown at your local harbor where you will hear your Pilot constantly reminding to: "Let your light so shine before men that they may see your good works and give glory to your Father who is in Heaven".